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The possibility of broadening of a high-amplitude, initially-monochromatic electron-cyclotron wave in 
a plasma is considered. It is shown that as a result of the decay of such a wave, low-frequency ion
acoustic and high-frequency waves (with a frequency wh ~ WHe) are produced, which possesses 
shifted phases and a finite frequency range (~ w ::s Wpi• where Wpi is the ion plasma frequency). As a 
result of reverse coalescence of the waves, cyclotron waves with shifted phases are produced in the 
same frequency range ~w ~ Wpi· Hence, after a certain time T the spectrum of the initially monochro
matic cyclotron wave may be broadened to such an extent that quasilinear equations can be employed 
for the solution of the self-consistent problem of plasma-electron heating by a cyclotron wave. 

ONE of the main questions in the determination of the 
effectiveness of the heating oJ' plasma electrons by a 
large-amptitude wave is that of the stochasticity of the 
heating. There are two points of view. Some assume 
that the phase of a monochromatic cyclotron wave is 
significantly altered during the time of its passage of 
the electron heating,r 1 J while othersC 2 l assume that the 
cyclotron wave has a fixed phase and construct, on this 
basis, a theory of wave absorption at the resonance 
point (Q ""WHe), assuming that the distribution function 
is specified. In both cases, however, the problem is 
solved in a non-selfconsistent. manner-either the elec
tron distribution function is specified and is used to 
construct the theory of wave absorption, or conversely, 
the amplitude of the cyclotron wave is assumed given 
and is used to determine the equilibrium distribution 
function. The self-consistent problem can be solved by 
using a quasilinear theory. c 3 l To this end, however, it 
is necessary that the packet of cyclotron waves have a 
sufficient width, namely the phase-velocity scatter 
~ (w/k) should exceed the velocity of the captured par
ticles relative to the wave. An electron having a veloc
ity Vz close to the phase velocity of the wave is acted 
upon by a Lorentz force ev1 >r H/c, and consequently the 

particle oscillation velocity is Vz ~ V 2ev 1 H/mkzc (H is 
the alternating magnetic field of the cyclotron wave). 

Using the dispersion law for cyclotron waves 

w = wH,(1- co.,'! k'c'), (1) 

we obtain ultimately 

A ...:,. 1/ 2HvJ.Wpelf WH,- (J) 
Ll(i)p(J)He v-- y ----. 

HoCWHtl roa ... 
(2) 

In typical experiments on cyclotron heating of a plas
rna Wpe ~ WHe ....... 10 10 sec-\ 'I'e ~ 10 eV, E ...... 0.1-0.3cgs 
esu, and k ....... 3 em-\ and to satisfy the condition for the 
stochasticity of the heating it is necessary that the cy
clotron wave have a frequency spectrum satisfying the 
condition 

~~w 1 w ~ 3·1o-•, (3) 

i.e., ~w ~ Wpi· This condition is frequently not satis
fied in the experiments. Nevertheless, after the lapse 
of a certain time T ....... 10-\ the processes in the plasma 

begin to obey the stochasticity condition.c 4 - 6 l This can 
be explained as follows. Assume that a monochromatic 
electron-cyclotron wave is incident on the plasma. It is 
known that such a wave, with sufficiently large ampli
tude, can decay into two potential waves-hybrid with 
frequency wh ...... WHe and low-frequency ion sound with 
frequency Ws << WHe· The first to investigate the de
cays of monochromatic waves were Sagdeev and Oraev-
ki- [7] s 1. 

As will be shown below, as a result of such a decay 
the hybrid and ion-acoustic waves have a nonzero fre
quency scatter, and oscillations with shifted phases are 
produced, to which ordinary weak-nonlinearity theory is 
applicable. The reverse process, the coalescence of 
these waves, produces a cyclotron wave having a shifted 
phase and a finite frequency scatter (the magnitude of 
this scatter will be estimated below). Thus, after a cer
tain time the frequency spectrum of the cyclotron wave 
can broaden to such an extent, that the condition (3) is 
satisfied and further heating of the plasma proceeds in 
the manner predicted by the quasilinear theory. 

Let us consider now the foregoing processes in 
greater detail. Assume that an electron cyclotron wave 
of sufficiently large amplitude, satisfying Eq. (1), prop
agates along the z axis in the plasma. Such a wave can 
decay into a sum of two waves-hybrid and ion-acoustic. 
The dispersion laws for these waves have respectively 
the form 

w,=k,c,, (4) 

where ~ 1h = k~ + ~h and Cs = .J T e/M; in the deriva
tion of ( 4) we took into account the inequality k lh/kh 
<< 1. 

We shall assume henceforth that the amplitude of the 
fields in the cyclotron wave is much larger than the am
plitudes of the fields in the hybrid and in the ion-acoustic 
waves, and we shall therefore derive only equations for 
the amplitude changes of the latter two waves, subject 
to the condition W~ = const (W~ is the spectral energy 

density of the cyclotron wave). 
To obtain the sought equations we must have expres

sions for the particle-density perturbation in the oscil
lations, up to terms of second order in the field ampli-
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tudes, inclusive. These expressions can be easily ob
tained by using the system of magnetohydrodynamics 
equations together with Maxwell's equations (we can re
tain in the nonlinear terms, from the very outset, only 
the terms containing the fields of ~ supplementary os
cillations, for example n~2 ) ~ E~ <Pkh; for all the re-

maining terms, the decay' conditions will not be satis
fied): 

(•) e e'n, f h , . k,bdl., ( 5) 
n. = no;;;;-r,' Cjlk:- 2 ' 'k cpkhKk, (k.h- !kxh).,------

mVre ZB (coHe-wc)Ulh 

dl., = dkhdk,dwhdw,o(k,- kh- k,)/l(w,- wh- w,) (6) 

(we took into account in the derivation of (5) that in the 
cyclotron wave E~ = iE~); 

(•) enocp~ h ( whkh k;h ) e2n0 ~ , , • 
nkh = -- 2 - - + 2- 2- Exk cpk (ky,- 1k.,) , 

mwh WHe -wh2 wh m Wh c s 

x[_k,h w, _ k'Lh 
wh k,.v}, (wH,- w,) (wli,- wJ (w~,- w;J 

- k,w, J. dl. 
(wH,- WJ (wH,- w) IC,.V~., 2 ' 

(7) 

dJ,., = dk,dk,dw,dw,b (k, - kh- k,) c5 (w, - wh- .w,); 

(<) ek,' 
nk 8 =no M·Wazcpkss. (8) 

The only nonvanishing term in (8) is that of first or
der of smallness, since the ions do not move in either 
the cyclotron or the hybrid wave. 

The obtained expressions (5)-(8) must be inserted in 
the Poisson equation, after which they take the form 

Equations (9) and (10) coincide in structure with the 
equations described in (sJ. Transforming them in ac
cord with (sl, we can obtain equations for the time vari
ation of the field amplitudes in the hybrid and ion
acoustic waves: 

(11) 

kzhffis 

+ w k v' (<u - w ) h zs Te He c 

(12) 

where D.w = wks + wkh- wkc. 

Since we assume the cyclotron wave to be monochro
matic, we can write E~k = koE~ o(kc- ko) (here ko c 0 

is the wave vector of the cyclotron wave). Thus the in
gration in (11) and (12) can be carried through to con
clusion. Expressing them with the aid of (11) cp~ in 

h 

Maximizing the right-hand side of (13) with respect to 
(khv1te << wfre) and using the condition D.w f'::! 0 ( D.w 

« Ynonl), we obtain 

(14) 

It should be noted that in the derivation (14) it is es
sential to satisfy the condition Ynonl < ws, and there
fore (14) is valid 'only if 

otherwise there arises one more limitation on k~ax, 
namely, k~ax must be chosen in accord with the condi

tion Ynonl(k~ax) < Ws· 

The sol uti on of ( 14) is 

( (i'l.co) 2 ) 
v=Ynonl1-~ . 

Vnonl 
(15) 

The presence in (15) of a small correction to the incre
ment, due to D.w * 0, means that such a decay results in 
the production of ion-acoustic waves with a finite width 
of the frequency spectrum D.Ws ~ D.w :S Ws. The time of 
formation of such a packet, T 1 , coincides in order of 
magnitude with the reciprocal nonlinear decay increment 
T 1 > 1/rnonl· Obviously, formula (15) and all the 

deductions that follow from it are valid also for ax the 
hybrid wave. 

We shall show now that the packets of ion-acoustic 
and hybrid waves produced as a result of the decay can 
be considered stochastically. The question of the limit 
of applicability of the statistical method for the descrip
tion of the behavior of the discrete wave packets was 
considered in detail in Zaslavskii's book.( 9 J It turns 
out that the system of wave packets, for which the decay 
laws are satisfied, can be treated stochastically under 
the condition 

(16) 

where D..wk is the change of frequency resulting from 
the nonlinear resonant perturbation, D.Nk is the maxi
mum change of the number of waves produced by the 
resonance, and nk is the characteristic distance be
tween the harmonics in the spectrum. 

The physical meaning of (16) is as follows. Let a 
wave of large amplitude and fixed frequency w decay 
resonantly into a sum of waves with frequencies w 1 and 
w2 • Since w1 = w1(Nk1) and w2 = w2(Nk2 ), it follows that 
after some time Nk1 and Nk2 can increase to such an 
extent that the decay condition w = w1 + w2 is no longer 
satisfied. It may turn out, however, that the decay con
dition will then be satisfied for another pair of waves 
with frequencies w~ and w~. In the case when condition 
(16) is satisfied, the wave with frequency w rapidly 
goes out of resonance with any pair of waves, owing to 
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the strong nonlinearity, but on the other hand is always 
in resonance with some other pair of waves, which can 
thus be treated stochastically. 

We shall continue the derivation for ion-acoustic os
cillations; it is easy to verify that the results that fol
low are valid also for hybrid waves. 

The quantity ~ws(Ns) should be determined from an 
equation analogous to (9), in which one should retain the 
terms of third order in the amplitudes of the interacting 
waves. The corresponding calculations give for ~w the 
following value 

(17) 

The quantity ~CfJs can be easily found from (11) by 
assuming that CfJh and Ex are independent of the time. 
Assuming the inequality Nsns >> Ws to be satisfied 
(Ns is the number of excited oscillations), we obtain 
from (11), in analogy with [9 l, 

e k, 1 ( ) 
~q>. ~ -W,q>hE. 18 

m WH,(WHo- W,) ~~. 

Replacing Ns by CfJs in (16), we obtain ultimately the 
stochasticity condition in the form 

W;yW, » _Q:tJ~ (19) 
(n,T)'I, k,k,.LL'' 

L is the dimension of the system. (In (19) we substi
tuted in place ns the expression ns = (aws/aks)~s 
= cs • 21T /L.) Since we are considering a system with 
strong nonlinearity (We .S IloT), the inequality (19) is 
satisfied during the final stage of the decay instability 
rN c ~ W s ~ Wh) for all oscillations in the packet. Thus, 
the packets of ion-acoustic and hybrid waves produced 
as a result of the decay can be considered stochasti
cally. 

Before we proceed to a consideration of the reverse 
process of wave coalescence, we note that a similar re
sult (the buildup of ion sound by a cyclotron wave of 
large amplitude) was obtained by Zyunder and Gradov[ 10 J 

in an analysis of parametric excitation of ion sound by 
an external high-frequency electric field of frequency 
n~ WHe· 

The dispersion relation for ion-acoustic oscillations, 
obtained in [ 10 l and written out without allowance for the 
kinetic damping, is 

where 

1 1 6' [ 1 1 ] 
&;+ 1+6e, =-4 -;{Q+w)+ e(U-w)'' 

ffipe8 

6ee=-k2 2 , v., 

(20) 

(In the derivation of e(w) it was taken into account that 
k1 /k << 1.) Since w <<n, it follows that 

- 08 
e(Q + w) ::::~ e(Q)+ wag-, oe 

e(Q-w) ~ e(Q)- wag-

and then 
1 1 6' 2e(.~2) 

&.+ 1+be,=- 4 e'(Q)-w'(<h/aQ) 2 • 
(21) 

Substituting in (21) the values of e(n) and ae;an, we 
obtain ultimately 

(22) 

where* 

~ = (wH, _ Q) [ 2jw • .'- wH.'I (wH,- Q) _ ] 
CihreWp/k.L2/k2 f • 

If we now put in (22) ~ = Re w, then 

2 w, (WH,-Q)' V = -T co,rone --- , 
no e ffine 

which coincides with the expression obtained by us for 
Ynonl in the decay of an electron cyclotron wave. 

It can thus be stated that parametric buildup of ion 
sound by an external current perpendicular to the field 
Ha coincides with the nonlinear decay of a cyclotron 
wave into an ion-acoustic wave and a hybrid wave. 

Let us now consider in detail the reverse process
the coalescence of an ion-acoustic with a hybrid wave 
to form a cyclotron wave. These waves, as shown 
above, are stochastic. Therefore in the derivation of 
the equation for the change in the noise level of the cy
clotron waves we can use the standard method of aver
aging over the phases. Using the system of equations of 
magnetohydrodynamics in conjunction with Maxwell's 
equations, we can obtain expressions for the electron 
current, which contains terms linear and quadratic in 
the fields of the decaying waves: 

where 

(Just as in the case of the decay of a monochromatic 
cyclotron wave, we have retained in (23) and (24) only 
terms with the fields of the supplementary oscillations, 
and the decay conditions are not satisfied for all the 
other terms.) 

Substituting (23) and (24) in the equation curl curl E 
= 41Tiwc -zJ expressed in terms of its components, and 
expressing the field E~kc in terms of E~, we obtain 

2 3 

( k 2 - w., w, ) E ' = _ne n, J dA. 
c 2 xl!.c Z 2 We 

C roue-We me 
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(25) 

We multiply (25) by Eik' and average over the phases 
of the interacting waves; when averaging the expres-

. Ec h s 
swns xk'• <Pkb_• and <Pks• it is necessary to substitute 

for Eik' its expression from the equation conjugate to 
(25). After averaging we obtain 

( k'-w • .' ~ ) IE;.,I'=( ne'~·~· )'j(k'-w.,.' w, ) 
c C2 ffixe (l)e m C C <0He - <Oc 

xJI<Jl•:I'I<Jl•.'l'kJ.~I--1-( w:kJ.~, k.t:) 
roueroh Wue - ffih ffih 

+ 1 1 ( k.,k,. + k,hWo 
VTe2(C:Oxe- 'Olb) ffixe- (l)c ffihffiHe kuVhe2 (WHe- COb) 

+ ,kJ.~ • ) 1· a~.. (26) 
roxe -(t)h 

lnjlle zeroth approximation it follows from (26) that 
I Exkc 12 = I Eikc l2o(wc - wkc ), and from equations analo-

gous to (26) we have 

I<Jl• hhl' = I <Jl•: I'O(wh- W•h), 

I<Jl•', I'= I<Jl•', I'O(w,- w.~) 
We note, in addition, that 

I (k' w • .' w ) w • .' w w,.' w {} 
m ------ ~ 2y = ----:------:-:-

c' Wn,- w c' (w"'- w)' c' (wn,- w)' fJt' 
( w • .' w ) •-• ( w . • w } _, Im k'--,---- =-O(w,-w,) •• _ _..:;:. __ 

C Wue-W c C2 (C0He-ro) 2 

We now take the imaginary part of (26) and integrate 
with respect to dwc; taking all the foregoing into ac
count, we obtain 

fJIE~•I' 1 e2 i ( w• kh ) 
{}t c = S mz (roHe- roc>' J dkr6 (J)He k ~;. - (J)He """k' - CJJ, 

c 1i 
k' I 1 ( rork'r_h k~h) __ 1::__ __ 

X .Lh rohroH, w~,- ro~ -w;;- - v}, (roHe- ro~ 

+ 1 (k,h(k,.-k,h) • k,hc. _ kih )I"·I<Jlh 1• 1 ~ 1._ 
roH,-ro. whwH, vT,(roH,-roh) ro~,-ro; "h "• 

(27) 
Since we are considering oscillations with kvTe << WHe• 
it follows, as can be readily seen, that the principal 
term in the right-hand side of (27) under the absolute
value sign is 1/vTe (wHe- wh). Introducing also the 
spectral density of the oscillations, we obtain from (27) 

aw~. = i <~J- wh w~.-"h .s ( ro; - kih _I k.- khl c,) kth 
{}I roHe J -'11 "h n T k •c• k 2 ro kh' · 

0 e e h He 

(28) 
In most cases of practical interest we have Wpe/~c2 

>> wsiWHe· Indeed, since it is necessary to satisfy the 
inequality w{,e/~c2 >> kcV~e/WHe• this inequality leads 
to the followmg limitation on kc: ~ << (wpeWHe/C2VTe) 
<< (wpeWHe/c"v~e)2/ 3 • If we now substitute the obtained 
value of ~ in Wpe/~c2 and compare it with Ws/WHe• 
then we obtain 

Usually this latter quantity is much larger than unity, 
i.e., Wpe/~c2 >> ws/WHe· It then follows from the o-

function in (28) that kih/1{ R: Wpe/~c2 and Eq. (28) 
can be finally represented in the form 

aw· ~ h 
"• ~ pe W' W 

~-ron, k.•c• "• noTe . (29) 

Thus, the reverse process of coalescence of an ion
acoustic wave with a hybrid wave into a stochastic 
packet of cyclotron waves occurs within a characteris
tic time 

(30) 

Since the decay instability together with its reverse 
process, the coalescence of the ion-acoustic and hybrid 
waves, leads to a Rayleigh-Jeans distribution, we can 
put in (3) wh.~ ws ""we, and we can rewrite finally (3) 
in the form 

(31) 

We can thus state that after the lapse of a time 
T ~ T1 + Ta (we note that for typical experiments on cy
clotron heating these times are of the same order of 
magnitude) there is produced in the plasma a sufficient
ly broad spectrum of cyclotron waves, to which the the
ory of quasilinear relaxation can be applied. We note 
that at such a spectrum width practically all the parti
cles will interact with the wave, at the characteristic 
parameters of the installations, so that 

and the longitudinal velocity remains practically un
changed during the eye lotron heating. [ 3 l 
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